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Empire Gore Vidal
This explosively entertaining
memoir abounds in gossip, satire,
historical apercus, and trenchant
observations. Vidal's compelling
narrative weaves back and forth in
time, providing a whole view of the
author's celebrated life, from his
birth in 1925 to today, and features a
cast of memorable
characters—including the Kennedy
family, Marlon Brando, Anais Nin,
and Eleanor Roosevelt.
Like his National Book
Award—winning United States, Gore
Vidal’s scintillating ninth
collection, The Last Empire, affirms
his reputation as our most
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provocative critic and observer of
the modern American scene. In the
essays collected here, Vidal brings
his keen intellect, experience, and
razor-edged wit to bear on an
astonishing range of subjects. From
his celebrated profiles of Clare
Boothe Luce and Charles Lindbergh
and his controversial essay about the
Bill of Rights–which sparked an
extended correspondence with
convicted Oklahoma City Bomber
Timothy McVeigh–to his
provocative analyses of literary
icons such as John Updike and Mark
Twain and his trenchant
observations about terrorism, civil
liberties, the CIA, Al Gore, Tony
Blair, and the Clintons, Vidal
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weaves a rich tapestry of personal
anecdote, critical insight, and
historical detail. Written between
the first presidential campaign of
Bill Clinton and the electoral crisis
of 2000, The Last Empire is a
sweeping coda to the last century’s
conflicted vision of the American
dream.
The essays collected here all
appeared in The Nation magazine
between 1958 and 2005. The early
literary ones reflected Vidal’s status
as a rising young novelist of the
postwar generation, and as he
expanded confidently into
nonfiction, his essays range widely
over politics, religion, society,
manners and morals. We see him
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emerge as the pre-eminent essayist
of his generation, winning a 1993
Nation Book Award for a collection
of nonfiction works. Vidal’s Nation
years—his Golden Age at the
magazine—really commenced in
1981 when Victor Navasky invited
him to become a contributing editor.
Gore’s first contribution, “Some
Jews and the Gays,” would be his
most explosive one. This collection
exemplifies his critical vision in
great works like “Requiem for the
American Empire,” “Monotheism
and Its Discontents,” “Notes on Our
Patriarchal State,” and the delightful
“Birds and the Bees” with its
Monica–Lewinsky era sequel, “The
Birds and the Bees and Clinton.”
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Prepare to have your preconceptions
challenged. Prepare also to smile or
laugh out loud.
An intimate, authorized yet frank
biography of Gore Vidal
(1925-2012), one of the most
accomplished, visible and
controversial American novelists
and cultural figures of the past
century. The product of thirty years
of friendship and conversation, Jay
Parini's EMPIRE OF SELF probes
behind the glittering surface of Gore
Vidal's colorful life to reveal the
complex emotional and sexual truth
underlying his celebrity-strewn life.
But there is plenty of glittering
surface as well--a virtual Who's
Who of the American Century, from
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Eleanor Roosevelt and Amelia
Earhart through the Kennedys,
Princess Margaret and the crème de
la crème of Hollywood. The life of
Gore Vidal was an amazingly full
one, full of colorful incident, famous
people, and lasting achievements
that calls out for careful evocation
and examination. Jay Parini crafts
Vidal's life into an accessible,
entertaining story that puts the
experience of one of the great
American figures of the postwar era
into context; introduces the author
and his works to a generation who
may not know him; and looks
behind the scenes at the man and his
work in ways never possible before
his death. Provided with unique
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access to Vidal's life and his papers,
he excavates many buried skeletons
yet never loses sight of his deep
respect for Vidal and his astounding
gifts. This is the biography Gore
Vidal has long needed.
Ma'am Darling
Duluth
Reflections on the United States of
Amnesia
Imperial America
Shikasta
Re: Colonised Planet 5 : Personal,
Psychological, Historical
Documents Relating to Visit by
Johor (George Sherban) Emissary
(Grade 9) 87th of the Last Period of
the Last Days
Julian the Apostate was the
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nephew of Emperor Constantine
the Great. Julian ascended to the
throne in A.D. 361, at the age of
twenty-nine, and was murdered
four years later after an
unsuccessful attempt to rebuke
Christianity and restore the
worship of the old gods. Now this
historical tapestry is brought to
vibrant life by the dazzling talent
of Gore Vidal.
A compilation of 114 classic
essays from Gore Vidal. "A
marvelous compendium of sharp
wit and independent judgment
that confirms his status as a man
of letters." —Publishers Weekly
From the age of Eisenhower to
the dawning of the Clinton era,
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Gore Vidal’s United States
offers an incomparably rich
tapestry of American intellectual
and political life in a tumultuous
period. It also provides the best,
most sustained exposure
possible to the most wideranging, acute, and original
literary intelligence of the
post–World War II years. United
States is an essential book in the
canon of twentieth-century
American literature and an
endlessly fascinating work.
The first popular book-length
study of Gore Vidal's novels.
Hollywood marks the fifth
episode in Gore Vidal's
"Narratives of Empire," his
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celebrated series of six historical
novels that form his extended
biography of the United States. It
is 1917, and President Woodrow
Wilson is about to lead the
country into the Great War in
Europe. In California, a new
industry is born that will
irreversibly transform America.
Caroline Sanford, the alluring
heroine of Empire, discovers the
power of moving pictures to
manipulate reality as she vaults
to screen stardom under the
name of Emma Traxler. Just as
Caroline must balance her two
lives--West Coast movie star and
East Coast newspaper publisher
and senator's mistress--so too
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must America balance its two
power centers: Hollywood and
Washington. Here is history as
only Gore Vidal can re-create it:
brimming with intrigue and
scandal, peopled by the greats of
the silver screen and American
politics. "Hollywood shimmers
with the illusion of politics and
the politics of illusion," wrote the
Chicago Sun-Times. "A
wonderfully literate and
consistently impressive work of
fiction that clearly belongs on a
shelf with Vidal's best," said The
New York Times Book Review.
With a new Introduction by the
author.
Gore Vidal
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The City and the Pillar
1876
A Life of Gore Vidal
The Decline and Fall of the
American Empire
Alternative History

For readers who can’t get
enough of the hit Broadway
musical Hamilton,Gore Vidal’s
stunning novel about Aaron
Burr, the man who killed
Alexander Hamilton in a
duel—and who served as a
successful, if often feared,
statesman of our fledgling
nation. Here is an extraordinary
portrait of one of the most
complicated—and
misunderstood—figures among
the Founding Fathers. In 1804,
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while serving as vice president,
Aaron Burr fought a duel with his
political nemesis, Alexander
Hamilton, and killed him. In 1807,
he was arrested, tried, and
acquitted of treason. In 1833,
Burr is newly married, an aging
statesman considered a monster
by many. But he is determined to
tell his own story, and he
chooses to confide in a young
New York City journalist named
Charles Schermerhorn Schuyler.
Together, they explore both
Burr's past—and the continuing
civic drama of their young
nation. Burr is the first novel in
Gore Vidal's Narratives of Empire
series, which spans the history
of the United States from the
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Revolution to post-World War II.
With their broad canvas and
sprawling cast of fictional and
historical characters, these
novels present a panorama of
American politics and
imperialism, as interpreted by
one of our most incisive and
ironic observers.
History is gossip,' says a
protagonist in Washington, D.C.,
'but the trick is determining
which gossip is history.' It is a
trick that Gore Vidal has
mastered in his ongoing
chronicle of that circus of
opportunism and hypocrisy
called American politics and
which he plays with renewed
vigour in this expose of the
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nation's capital.Young Clay
Overbury, Senator Burden Day's
assistant, has both a modest
background and immense
ambitions. Extremely handsome,
oozing charm and seemingly
dedicated to the Senator's cause,
he is also duplicitous, conniving,
and disloyal. But Enid Canford
doesn't think so: she marries
him, so providing the Sanford
newspaper dynasty with a direct
line to the Senator. Her father
Blaise, at first loathing his son-inlaw, later learns to love him - for
all the wrong reasons. So begins
this tale of lust and ambition set
in the Republic's high noon.
From the late 1930s to Jo
McCarthy's reign of terror, Gore
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Vidal charts the seamy, sleazy
side of Washington. Mixing
sober history with nakedly
Gothic melodrama, he provides
an intoxicating cocktail of
blackmail, betrayal, sexual
ambivalence, lunacy and
conspiracy - or, in a word,
politics.
An intimate, authorized yet
totally frank biography of Gore
Vidal (1925–2012), one of the
most accomplished, visible, and
controversial American novelists
and cultural figures of the past
century The product of thirty
years of friendship and
conversation, Jay Parini’s
Empire of Self digs behind the
glittering surface of Gore Vidal’s
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colorful career to reveal the
complex emotional and sexual
truths underlying his celebritystrewn life. But there is plenty of
glittering surface as well—a
virtual Who’s Who of the
twentieth century, from Eleanor
Roosevelt and Amelia Earhart
through the Kennedys, Johnny
Carson, Leonard Bernstein, and
the crème de la crème of
Hollywood. Also a generous
helping of feuds with the likes of
William F. Buckley, Norman
Mailer, Truman Capote, and The
New York Times, among other
adversaries. The life of Gore
Vidal teemed with notable
incidents, famous people, and
lasting achievements that call
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out for careful evocation and
examination. Jay Parini crafts
Vidal’s life into an accessible,
entertaining story that puts the
experience of one of the great
American figures of the postwar
era into context, introduces the
author and his works to a
generation who may not know
him, and looks behind the
scenes at the man and his work
in ways never possible before
his death. Provided with unique
access to Vidal’s life and his
papers, Parini excavates many
buried skeletons yet never loses
sight of his deep respect for
Vidal and his astounding gifts.
This is the biography Gore
Vidal—novelist, essayist,
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dramatist, screenwriter,
historian, wit, provocateur, and
pioneer of gay rights—has long
needed.
From Doris Lessing, winner of
the Nobel Prize for Literature,
this is the first instalment in the
visionary novel cycle 'Canopus
in Argos: Archives'. The story of
the final days of our planet is
told through the reports of
Johor, an emissary sent from
Canopus. Earth, now named
Shikasta (the Stricken) by the
kindly, paternalistic Canopeans
who colonised it many centuries
ago, is under the influence of the
evil empire of Puttiora. War,
famine, disease and
environmental disasters ravage
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the planet. To Johor, mankind is
a 'totally crazed species', racing
towards annihilation: his orders
to save humanity set him what
seems to be an impossible task.
Blending myth, fable and
allegory, Doris Lessing's
astonishing visionary creation
both reflects and redefines the
history of our own world from its
earliest beginnings to an
inevitable, tragic selfdestruction.
The Gospel According to Gore
Vidal
Palimpsest
Hollywood
In Bed with Gore Vidal
Representations of Authority in
Gore Vidal's Narratives of Empire
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: Burr, Lincoln, 1876 & Empire
A GUARDIAN BOOK OF THE
YEAR * A TIMES BOOK OF THE
YEAR * A SUNDAY TIMES BOOK
OF THE YEAR * A DAILY MAIL
BOOK OF THE YEAR 'An original,
memorable and substantial
achievement' TLS'A masterpiece'
Mail on Sunday'I honked so loudly
the man sitting next to me dropped
his sandwich' ObserverShe made
John Lennon blush and Marlon
Brando clam up. She coldshouldered Princess Diana and
humiliated Elizabeth Taylor. Andy
Warhol photographed her. Jack
Nicholson offered her cocaine. Gore
Vidal revered her. John Fowles
hoped to keep her as his sex-slave.
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Dudley Moore propositioned her.
Francis Bacon heckled her. Peter
Sellers was in love with her. For
Pablo Picasso, she was the object of
sexual fantasy. "If they knew what I
had done in my dreams with your
royal ladies" he confided to a friend,
"they would take me to the Tower of
London and chop off my head!"
Princess Margaret aroused passion
and indignation in equal measures.
To her friends, she was witty and
regal. To her enemies, she was rude
and demanding. In her 1950's
heyday, she was seen as one of the
most glamorous and desirable
women in the world. By the time of
her death, she had come to personify
disappointment. One friend said he
had never known an unhappier
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woman. The tale of Princess
Margaret is pantomime as tragedy,
and tragedy as pantomime. It is
Cinderella in reverse: hope dashed,
happiness mislaid, life mishandled.
Combining interviews, parodies,
dreams, parallel lives, diaries,
announcements, lists, catalogues and
essays, Ma'am Darling is a
kaleidoscopic experiment in
biography, and a witty meditation on
fame and art, snobbery and
deference, bohemia and high society.
'Brown has been our best parodist
and satirist for decades now ...
Ma'am Darling is, as you would
expect, very funny; also, full of
quirky facts and genial footnotes.
Brown has managed to ingest huge
numbers of royal books and
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documents without losing either his
judgment or his sanity. He adores
the spectacle of human vanity' Julian
Barnes, Guardian
Explores the characteristics and
emotions of the crew and passengers
on a freight steamer imperiled by a
violent storm in Aleutian waters
"May well be the finest of
contemporary novels about the
capital." THE NEW YORKER
From the New Deal to the McCarthy
era, follow the lives of Blaise
Sanford, the ruthless Washington
newspaper tycoon...his son, Peter, a
brilliant liberal editor both
fascinated and repelled by the
imperial city...Peter's beautiful and
self-destructive sister, Enid...her
husband, Clay Overbury, a
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charismatic and ambitious
politician...and James Burden Day,
the powerful conservative senator. In
WASHINGTON, D.C., the
incomparable Vidal presents the life
of politics and society in the nation's
capital in the final stages of "the last
empire on Earth."
Six essays on the theme of empire
and republic, with particular focus
on the national security state and the
failure of the U.S. economic
system./P>
Williwaw
A Memoir
A Novel
The Art of Fiction
Narratives of Empire
Essays 1992-2000
The third volume of Gore Vidal's
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magnificent series of historical
novels aimed at demythologizing
the American past, 1876
chronicles the political scandals
and dark intrigues that rocked the
United States in its centennial
year. ------Charles Schermerhorn
Schuyler, Aaron Burr's
unacknowledged son, returns to a
flamboyant America after his long,
self-imposed European exile. The
narrator of Burr has come home to
recoup a lost fortune by arranging
a suitable marriage for his
beautiful daughter, the widowed
Princess d'Agrigente, and by
ingratiating himself with Samuel
Tilden, the favored presidential
candidate in the centennial year.
With these ambitions and with
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their own abundant charms,
Schuyler and his daughter soon
find themselves at the centers of
American social and political
power at a time when the fading
ideals of the young republic were
being replaced by the excitement
of empire. ------"A glorious piece of
writing," said Jimmy Breslin in
Harper's. "Vidal can take history
and make it powerful and
astonishing." Time concurred:
"Vidal has no peers at breathing
movement and laughter into the
historical past." ------With a new
Introduction by the author.
A satiric look at the state of the
union centers on a relocated
Duluth and its assorted politicians,
policemen and women, terrestrial
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and extraterrestrial aliens,
Hispanics, feminists, mobsters,
and other minorities
Gore Vidal is one of the most
significant American writers of the
second half of the twentieth
century, having produced a large
number of best selling novels,
essays, plays and pamphlets
which have impacted on major
political and social debates for fifty
years. He is both a serious writer
and a television and movie
celebrity, whose increasingly
acerbic picture of the United
States guarantees he is both
revered and reviled. Gore Vidal′s
America examines the ways in
which Vidal′s writings on history,
politics, sex and religion throw into
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focus our understandings of the
United States, but also recognizes
his versatility and inventiveness as
a creative writer, some of whose
novels – Julian; Myra Breckinridge;
Lincoln; Duluth – are among the
important literary works of their
time. Ranging from Vidal′s early
defence of homosexuality in The
City and the Pillar (1948) to his
most recent writings on the war in
Iraq, this book provides a unique
perspective on the evolution of
post–World War II American
society, politics and literature. As
Altman writes: "Difficult not to see
in the results of the 2004
elections, where the Republican
right gained in both the White
House and the Senate, proof of
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Vidal′s worse fears, namely that
the impact of imperial adventure,
big money and religious moralism
would increasingly imperil the
American Republic."
Timothy (later St. Timothy) is in his
study in Thessalonika, where he is
bishop of Macedonia. It is A.D. 96,
and Timothy is under terrific
pressure to record his version of
the Sacred Story, since, far in the
future, a cyberpunk (the Hacker)
has been systematically
destroying the tapes that describe
the Good News, and Timothy's
Gospel is the only one immune to
the Hacker's deadly virus.
Meanwhile, thanks to a
breakthrough in computer
software, an NBC crew is racing
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into the past to capture—live from
the suburb of Golgotha—the
Crucifixion, for a TV special
guaranteed to boost the network's
ratings in the fall sweeps. As a
stream of visitors from twentiethcentury America channel in to the
first-century Holy Land—Mary
Baker Eddy, Shirley MacLaine, Oral
Roberts and family—Timothy
struggles to complete his story.
But is Timothy's text really Hackerproof? And how will he deal with
the truth about Jesus' eating
disorder? Above all, will he get the
anchor slot for the Big Show at
Golgotha without representation
by a major agency, like CAA 1,896
years in the future? Tune in.
Nation Essays 1958-2005
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The Last Empire
Live from Golgotha
Washington, D.C.
The Judgment of Paris
Empire

The United States has been engaged
in what the great historian Charles
A. Beard called "perpetual war for
perpetual peace." The Federation of
American Scientists has cataloged
nearly 200 military incursions since
1945 in which the United States has
been the aggressor. In a series of
penetrating and alarming essays,
whose centerpiece is a commentary
on the events of September 11, 2001
(deemed too controversial to publish
in this country until now) Gore
Vidal challenges the comforting
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consensus following September 11th
and goes back and draws
connections to Timothy McVeigh's
bombing of the federal building in
Oklahoma City. He asks were these
simply the acts of "evil-doers?"
"Gore Vidal is the master essayist of
our age." — Washington Post "Our
greatest living man of
letters."—Boston Globe "Vidal's
imagination of American politics is
so powerful as to compel
awe."—Harold Bloom, The New
York Review of Books
Empire, the fourth novel in Gore
Vidal's monumental six-volume
chronicle of the American past, is his
prodigiously detailed portrait of the
United States at the dawn of the
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twentieth century as it begins to
emerge as a world power.
------While America struggles to
define its destiny, beautiful and
ambitious Caroline Sanford fights to
control her own fate. One of Vidal's
most in-spired creations, she is an
embodiment of the complex,
vigorous young nation. From the
back offices of her Washington
newspaper, Caroline confronts the
two men who threaten to thwart her
ambition: William Randolph Hearst
and his protégé, Blaise Sanford,
Caroline's half brother. In their
struggles for power the lives of
brother and sister become
intertwined with those of Presidents
McKinley and Roosevelt, as well as
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Astors, Vanderbilts, and
Whitneys--all incarnations of
America's Gilded Age. ------"Mr.
Vidal demonstrates a political
imagination and insider's sagacity
equaled by no other practicing
fiction writer," said The New York
Times Book Review. "Like the
earlier novels in his historical cycle,
Empire is a wonderfully vivid
documentary drama." ------With a
new Introduction by the author.
In a memoir of friendship that is
filled with anecdotes about expat life
in Italy, the author presents an
irresistible insider account of his
relationship with Gore Vidal, a man
who prided himself on being difficult
to know.
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The Golden Age is the concluding
volume in Gore Vidal's celebrated
and bestselling Narratives of Empire
series-a unique pageant of the
national experience from the United
States' entry into World War Two
to the end of the Korean War. The
historical novel is once again in
vogue, and Gore Vidal stands as its
undisputed American master. In his
six previous narratives of the
American empire-Burr, Lincoln,
1876, Empire, Hollywood, and
Washington, D.C.-he has created a
fictional portrait of our nation from
its founding that is unmatched in
our literature for its scope, intimacy,
political intelligence, and eloquence.
Each has been a major bestseller,
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and some have stirred controversy
for their decidedly ironic and
unillusioned view of the realities of
American power and of the men
and women who have exercised that
power. The Golden Age is Vidal's
crowning achievement, a vibrant
tapestry of American political and
cultural life from 1939 to 1954,
when the epochal events of World
War Two and the Cold War
transformed America, once and for
all, for good or ill, from a republic
into an empire. The sharp-eyed and
sympathetic witnesses to these events
are Caroline Sanford, Washington,
D.C., newspaper publisher turned
Hollywood pioneer producer-star,
and Peter Sanford, her nephew and
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publisher of the independent
intellectual journal The American
Idea. They experience at first hand
the masterful maneuvers of Franklin
Roosevelt to bring a reluctant nation
into World War Two, and later, the
actions of Harry Truman that
commit the nation to a decades-long
twilight struggle against
Communism-developments they
regard with a marked skepticism,
even though they end in an
American global empire. The locus
of these events is Washington, D.C.,
yet the Hollywood film industry and
the cultural centers of New York
also play significant parts. In
addition to presidents, the actual
characters who appear so vividly in
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the pages of The Golden Age
include Eleanor Roosevelt, Harry
Hopkins, Wendell Willkie, William
Randolph Hearst, Dean Acheson,
Tennessee Williams, Joseph Alsop,
Dawn Powell-and Gore Vidal
himself. The Golden Age offers up
United States history as only Gore
Vidal can, with unrivaled
penetration, wit, and high drama,
allied to a classical view of human
fate. It is a supreme entertainment
that will also change readers'
understanding of American history
and power.
Sympathy for the Devil
Lincoln
United States: Essays 1952-1992
Perpetual War for Perpetual Peace
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Julian
roman
The lost pulp crime novel by great
American novelist Gore Vidal! Hired
to smuggle an ancient artefact out
of Egypt, Pete Wells finds himself
the target of killers and femme
fatales - and just one step away
from triggering a revolution that will
set Cairo aflame!
Once again the incomparable Gore
Vidal interprets and animates
history -- this time in a panoramic
tour of the 5th century B.C. -- and
embellishes it with his own ironic
humor, brilliant insights, and
piercing observations. We meet a
vast array of historical figures in a
staggering novel of love, war,
philosophy, and adventure . . .
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"There isn't a page of CREATION
that doesn't inform and very few
pages that do not delight." -- John
Leonard, The New York Times
Jim Willard, former high-school
athlete and clean-cut boy-nextdoor-, is haunted by the memory of
a romanctic adolescent encounter
with his friend Bob Ford. As Jim
pursues his first love, in awe of the
very same masculinity he
possesses himself, his progresss
through the secret gay world of
1940's America unveils
surreptitious Hollywood affairs, the
hidden life of the military in the
Second World War and the
underworld bar culture of New York
City. With the publication of his
daring thrid novel The City and the
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Pillar in 1948, Gore Vidal shocked
the American public, which has just
begun to hail him as their newest
and brightest young writer. It
remains not only an authentic and
profoundly importatnt social
document but also a serious
exploration of the nature of
idealistic love.
The novelist and critic continues the
story of his eventful life, chronicling
his odyssey through the worlds of
literature, TV, film, theater, politics,
and international society, and the
illness and death of his long-time
partner, Howard Austen.
Empire of Self
A Memoir, 1964 to 2006
Burr
The Golden Age
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Screening History
Creation

Gore Vidal's mixture of
autobiography,
reminiscence and
observations on the
cinema.
This “fascinating”
biography of an iconic
American author and
public intellectual “is
so full of incident and
celebrity . . . a
pageant of entertaining
stories” (The Atlanta
Journal-Constitution).
Few writers of recent
memory have
distinguished themselves
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in so many fields, and
so consummately, as Gore
Vidal. A prolific
novelist, Vidal also
wrote for film and
theater, and became a
classic essayist of his
own time, delivering
prescient analyses of
American society,
politics, and culture.
Known for his rapier wit
and intelligence, Vidal
moved with ease among
the cultural elite—his
grandfather was a
senator, he was intimate
with the Kennedys, and
one of his best friends
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was Tennessee Williams.
For this definitive
biography, Fred Kaplan
was given access to
Vidal’s papers and
letters. The result is
an insightful and
entertaining portrait of
an exceptional and
mercurial writer.
A fictional narrative of
American history from
1939 to 1954 follows the
events and personalities
that transformed America
from a republic to an
empire through the eyes
of Caroline Sanford, a
Washington newspaper
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publisher.
In this entertaining and
enlightening collection
David Lodge considers
the art of fiction under
a wide range of
headings, drawing on
writers as diverse as
Henry James, Martin
Amis, Jane Austen and
James Joyce. Looking at
ideas such as the
Intrusive Author,
Suspense, the Epistolary
Novel, Magic Realism and
Symbolism, and
illustrating each topic
with a passage taken
from a classic or modern
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novel, David Lodge makes
the richness and variety
of British and American
fiction accessible to
the general reader. He
provides essential
reading for students,
aspiring writers and
anyone who wants to
understand how fiction
works.
Gore Vidal's State of
the Union
Gore Vidal's America
Thieves Fall Out
Washington D.C.
Four Decades of
Friendship with Gore
Vidal
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A Critical Companion
Gore Vidal has been described as the last
‘noble defender" of the American
republic. In Imperial America, Vidal
steals the thunder of a right wing
America—those who have camouflaged
their extremist rhetoric in the Old Glory
and the Red, White, and Blue—by
demonstrating that those whose protest
arbitrary and secret government, those
who defend the bill of rights, those who
seek to restrain America's international
power, are the true patriots. "Those
Americans who refuse to plunge blindly
into the maelstrom of European and
Asiatic politics are not defeatist or
neurotic," he writes. "They are giving
evidence of sanity, not cowardice, of
adult thinking as distinguished from
infantilism. They intend to preserve and
defend the Republic. America is not to be
Rome or Britain. It is to be America."
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Biography.
A historical novel with portraits of Teddy
Roosevelt, William Randolph Hearst, and
their contemporaries illuminates
Roosevelt's Washington, America's
Gilded Age, and the expanding American
empire.
EmpireA NovelVintage
99 Glimpses of Princess Margaret
A Biography
Point to Point Navigation
How We Got to Be So Hated
Lincoln is the cornerstone of Gore
Vidal's fictional American chronicle,
which includes Burr, 1876,
Washington, D.C., Empire, and
Hollywood. It opens early on a frozen
winter morning in 1861, when
President-elect Abraham Lincoln slips
into Washington, flanked by two
bodyguards. The future president is in
disguise, for there is talk of a plot to
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murder him. During the next four years
there will be numerous plots to murder
this man who has sworn to unite a
disintegrating nation. Isolated in a
ramshackle White House in the center
of a proslavery city, Lincoln presides
over a fragmenting government as
Lee's armies beat at the gates. In this
profoundly moving novel, a work of
epic proportions and intense human
sympathy, Lincoln is observed by his
loved ones and his rivals. The cast of
characters is almost Dickensian:
politicians, generals, White House
aides, newspapermen, Northern and
Southern conspirators, amiably evil
bankers, and a wife slowly going mad.
Vidal's portrait of the president is at
once intimate and monumental, stark
and complex, drawn with the wit,
grace, and authority of one of the great
historical novelists. With a new
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Introduction by the author.
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